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ABSTRACT

This organizational vignette is the first in a multi-part
series highlighting community service providers. This particular issue
focuses on Mass Bay Employment Services (MBES) located in Boston,
Massachusetts, that works with people with serious mental illness and has
moved from a non-employment oriented day program to one that has employment
as its major goal. Lessons to be learned from the experiences of MBES
include: (1) staff needs to feel respected for what they have done in the
past and to participate in the process of change; (2) major organizational
change cannot be successful without continued internal and external marketing
to develop support for the changes; (3) to truly change the focus of an
organization to community employment requires an action orientation; (4)
leadership should include a strong philosophical base with clear values
guiding actions and should be willing to act and take risks; (5) staff,
families, and funding agencies have a harder time adjusting to changes than
individuals served; (6) during major organizational change, an agency should
expect, and perhaps welcome, personnel turnover; (7) the use of teams is an
important element of organizational change; and (8) economic pressure is a
key catalyst for organizational change. (CR)
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he Community Adjustment program (CAPYwas asrnall day treatrn.ent.prograrn serving.30 adults
with 'severe and persistent mental illness. Omated by Bay Cove Human Services; and located in the
South End of Boston,..it-primarily served an older.
populatidn (average age waS.51), The program provided an array of services including case management
and advocacy, a. range of social and clinical groups,
r
and sub-COntract work.
The funding agency the Massachuetts Department of Mental Health (DMH), was interested in developing more community eMployment services`4The
building that housed the program was in-deplorable".
condition needing extensiye renOvations. In 1995,

opportunities for employment were continually-prioritized.by CAP clients throLigh anecdotal comrnents
garnered from annual consumer. satisfaction,surveys
andthrough Bay Cove's Comprehensive Community

Support planning effortjn the summer of 1995, the
decision was made by the B'ay Cove administration to
dose theCAP- program' in 12 months, when the current
lease for the space it occupied would'.expire.. Bay Cove
and Mental Health,Center staff decidedthat the most
feasonable way to acComplish .the developrnent Of,such
a service'was.to redeploy existing resourceS used.at
CAP.and _Convert this'into an employment program..
-Current clients in CAP would be transferred to,a Workshop also rurrby'Bay Cove, Gill Rehabilitation Center.
Mass ka); EmployMent Services (MBES) would serve all
.corisumers from the former CO program, clients from
Gill, as well as all Bay Cove high priOrity consumers in
the area.
ss0

(4)

taff,had many concerns about the closing of theprogram and the new dii-ection in which the.agency
was headed, particularly the impact the change would
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This organizational vignette is the first in a
multi-part series that the InstitUtefor Commiznity Inclusion has developed highlighting
community service providers with-whom we
have worked. We have judgedthat these
.
providers' efforts during the time.of our
cooperatzon have been exemplary in terms of
employment results for people with severe
'disabilities of many. types. We -willfeature
individual organizations in each issue: The
Institute feels that each of these entities not
only exemplifies work that- is outstanding
om a national perspective, but also is one
with-which vje have labored hard to create an
e ective technical assistance partnershzP. The
success that each of these service organizations
has achieved in the community employment
Process first must,be credited to the energy,
motivation; strength, and resiliency of the
people with disabilities, who h'ave"risked ,
much more and worked much harder than any
of us in taking steps to emplOyment. Only
afterracknowledging that, can we, as commiz.

nity rehabilitation and training/ technical'
assistance providers, take justifiable pride ,in
7_,Iihatever accomplishments have been

achieved. This first issue spotlights Mass BayEmployment Services, in Boston, MA. This is
an organization, work'ing with people with
'serious menial illness, 'which has made enormous strides in a very-short period of time in
moving from a non-employment oriented day
program to one that has employment as -its
major goal. The Institute's relationship has
encompassed b'eing tbe primary external
provider' of staff trainingin job coaching-and
job development and technical assistance, both
fbrmally and informally, on-site and at the
Institute.

Mass Rau Ernplournen+ nervices
have on clients, some of whom had been
Three staff and the director shared an office
attending the program for as many as 18 years
space of less than 120 square feet.
(the average tenure olconsumers was approxiAnother factor was the cultural, racial and
mately 8.5 years). Though staff were kept
socio-ecoriomic differences between the two
informed, they were-not involved in the decistaffs. MBES staff Were white, college educated,
sion to close the prograrn (most would have
did not reside in the local community and all
been opposed) nor was their advice solicited
-were employees.of l3ay Cove Human Services,
regarding hoW the change would occur. All staff Inc. The majority of Gill-staff were Africanwere assured jobs, but there was much tincer:
American, had high school degrees, lived in the
tainty regarding what their new jobs would
local community and were state workers who
entail and where the new program would be
had been employed for many years by the
Jocated. A decision was made not to inform
Massachusetts Department of Mental Health.
clients about the changes until closer to.the
This created a challenge in fostering the atmodate; when more details would be available.
sphere of cooperafion that was necessary for the
A new director was hired to oversee the
two programs to work together to meet the
CAP closing and the development of MBES.
needs of the consumers.
Planning for the development of MBES got
MBES, with a staff of four (including the
underway, but due to the day-to-day demands.
Director), started accepting its first referrals in
of Maintaining the CAP program, much of the
June, 1996, and the first consumer got a job in
iMplementation needed to wait until. the CAP
late June. In the first 12 months of the program,
program actuallji closed and consumers.trans100 individuals were referred to the program
ferred to Gill. Weekly meetings began with the
and 50 individuals got jobs in the corrimunity
director and staff Of MBES, Gill, and DMH to
(73 total job-placements): Of the 30 consumers
start developing the policies and relationships
transferred from CAP tO Gill, 29 made the'
among the different progranis: The Director and transition. Nine of the 50 individuals who got
staff also started meeting with clients. at Gill to
jobs were former CAP Consurhers.
inform them about the new prograrh and start
recruiting referrals.
The consumers at CAP could ascertain
changes were happening and the Director, with Thc
Vt3E2
her staff,' made the decision to tell consumers
two months prior to the move. Consumers were
To chang attitudes and beiiefs, stafineed to
taken to visit Gill Rehabilitation and participate
feei respecged for what they have done in the
in orientation prior to the actual move, which
past, and staff need to participate in the
occurred as planned in June 1996. By their
process of change.
own choice, three of.the five original CAP staff
didn't make the Move to MBES, although one,of
At MBES, the Director helped the staff set
these individuals was hired to become the
new goals while still validating and being
Production Manager at Gill.
respectful of the old program. The new
After the move, the first two months were
director also had to rely on the current staff
to
teach her about the program and
spent assisting consumers With settling into Gill
Rehabilitation-and setting up the MBES services.
consumers, and in many ways, the,grotip ran
Working conditions wdre less than' optimal for.
the program together.,The experience of
employees. 'space was allocated from current
MBES is in line with much of the generic
space used by the Gill prOgram.(dividers were
business literature on the difficulties of
set up to partition off part of the workshop
change on 'staff; the need to acknowledge
floor). There was only one phone line, limited
the sense of losS that occurs around .
space to meet with job applicants and no eAsily
organizational change; and also the business
accessed private space (the office walls were
and rehabilitation literature's emphasis on
only seven feet high, so people in the workshop
collaboration and teamwork.
could hear all conversations,and visa versa).
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Despite the lack of concrete institutional
supports, MBES was allowed to operate
independently and individual staff had a lot of
freedom and disCretion On how they did their.
lobs.
Despite the obstacle§ of lack of space,
privacy,.adequate telephones, and being
housed in a psychiatric in-patient facility, the
plaCement rate and numbei of job
placemedts made in the initial 12 months ,of
the program were better than many existing
prograMs in the area that serve this
population, often with considerably more
resources. Besides the deyelopment of a'
good work group, management took steps to
keep MBES staff free from the day to day

functioning ofthe workshop and'the day
program as well 'as the politics of the agency.
The experiences of MBES give further
,credence to much in both the general
business and rehabilitation literature, which
often cites an emphasis on staff autonorny
,and empowerment as important elements of
the change process.

Once a decision was made, the actual closing
of the Workshidp could have been
acComplished in a much shorter time frame.
Once a decision is made for conversion,.it
should not be dragged out, and the
experiences of MBES confirm this. Mtich of
the,planning and program development that
occuvred in the year before the move could
have either been done in three to four
month§ prior to the move, or dould have
been done more successfully and quickly
after the move. Dragging out the move only
served to lengthen the period of uncertainty
for staff.

Leadership should include a strong
philosophical base with'dear values guiding
actions, and should be willing to act and take
risks.
Having a new director come in who had a
strong belief in suPported employment was
essential sirice this was not a strength of
current staff. The value of strong leadership
supports and the willingneSs to take risks by
entering uncharted program territory mirrors

orAces-
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consistenffindings in the business and
rehabilitation literature.

Attitudes and beliefs are shaped by exPerience.
Success.builds the confidence and support of
staff, consumers and administration. Many
people need to test the efficacy, of old belie&
before they can adopt a new belief system.
The only effective way to communrcate a_
value is to act in accordance with it.
Specifically, as consumers become
employed, more people believe in the
process. At MBES, the work done prior to
the move to recruit referrals and lay the
groundwork for the program herpecl enable
the program to get off to some early
successes. What was equally important was
keeping everything simple no formal
-assessments or complicated 'placement
criteria to be met, and a minimum of
paperwork..

Staff, familieS and funding agencies have a
harder time adjus.ting.to changes than individuoils served. Consumers are stronger and more
adaptable than we giye them credit for being.
At MBES, only one consumer had major
difficulties during the change, and that
probably had more to do with the natural
cburse of the person's illness than themove.
The major concern of most Consumers of
MBES Was around transportation since they
relied on CAP for this function. Within a few,
Months, all consumers were able to take
public transportation or rapid response vans
operated by the transportation authority to
the workshop. At MBES, 'much time,
discussion and anxiety went i,nto the,
deci§ion of when to tell consumers about the
changes. In hindsight, it seems not to have
(-nattered. Often, staff, families and funding
agencies state concern§ about consumers'
capacity to adapt to different situations-that
arise in the change.process; but MBES's
experience points out tHat this fear may
underestimate the coping skills of people
with,even severe disabilities. Either
consumers are much more stable than
professionals think, or our services and
supports are less critical to the well being of
consumers (or both).
Organizational Change in.Massachusetts

.

During major organizational change, an
agency should expect, and perhaps welcome
personnel turnover.
,

.

New values, services and structures may
require different skills and demands on staff.
Despite strong efforts to retain and retrain
'existing staff, MBES experienced significant
staff turnover during the change process.
However, as MBES was better able to focus
on wi-fat and how-it wanted to accomplish.its
goals, it was better able to hire and keep staff
who concurred with this vision.

Major organizational chabgescannot be
successful without continued internal and
external marketing to develop support for the
changes. Organizational change cannotWait
until all' parties are in agreement,-or change
will never occur.
The experieme of MBES reinforces the Yiews
of both the business and rehabilitation
literature based onthe need for ongoing
dialogue and input by those affected by the
change process And a coordinated,
systematic apprOach, involving both internal
and external stakeholders. MBES took an
extreme appiPach, and the decision was
made to close the CAP program and replace
it with MBES by the agency administration
and fundingagency, without input from staff
or discussion with CAP clients. Initial staff
inclusion might have decreased the
animosity that staff still feel regarding the
agency and hOw the change was handled.
On the other hand, social Change cannot
always wait for consensus. There should be
a process for seeking input and opinions
befpre changes.are made, and then
addressing concerns as best as possible
before, during and after the changes occur.
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Martine Gold & Joe Marrone
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Children's Hospital
300 Longwood Avenue
Boston, MA 02115
617-355-7388
marrone@al .tch.harvard.edu

The use of teams is an important element of
organizational change,, and the.camaraderie and
support of the work group is an important
'
telement not only in making the change.but also
in job retention and performance.
At MBES, though staff had animosity toward
the agency around issues regarding their role
in the move, WOrking conditions and salaries,
they felt a great sense of loyalty and
belonging to MBES. This emphasis on staff
relationships is in line with many authors'.
emphases On the importance of relationships
for a successful change effort, as well as the
use of teams and teamWork.

Economic pressure is a key catalyst for
organizational change.
Economic factors are often,key catalysts for
programmatic change. The pressure provided
by funding agencies and the potential loss of
contract dollars were major catalysts.in the
decision to transform the organizations tocommunity employment. Nevertheless, this
external pressure is not by itself enough for a
successful change process, and it must be
combined with eventual internal recognition
of the need to,change.

To truly change the focus of an organization to
community employment requires an action
orientation,:with substantial restructuring, and
changes in procedures, staff responsibilities,
reward systems, and the physical,environment.
For organizational change to be effective, the
organization niust do things in radically
'different ways, with staff in new roles and
relationships and with new ways of doing
business. With MBES, the ultimate success of
the change was dependent on major shifts in
the way the o-rganization did business, and in
how it operated on a day-to-day basis.
,

kr More gpeoifoo Pmgram lrt.rnition
about ME3Eg, contaoi:
Ann Balzell, Director
Mass Bay Employment Services
170 Morton Street
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
617-522-0070
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